
Why People Prefer To Use Buy Ffxiv Gil ? 

 

FFXIV retainers are NPCs that players can hire to store items and gil. They can also be sent on 

Quick Ventures and 18-hour Exploration journeys. Retainers can be summoned by visiting a 

Summoning Bell, which can usually be found in the Market Wards of the major cities. They can 

only hold up to 175 items. 

Leveling 

FFXIV players can get a bit overwhelmed by the sheer number of things to level and keep track 

of. Luckily, retainers offer an easy way to make Gil and manage items without having to worry 

too much about a huge grind. 

Managing Retainers also gives players something to do during long queue times or even dreary 

weeks between patches. Players can also choose to spend gil on glam weapons for their retainers 

to give them that extra oomph. 

Another great function of retainers is their ability to earn proportional gil for player-owned gear 

that they sell on the market board. This feature is incredibly useful and helps to ensure that 

retainers don’t have too much money sitting around in their inventory. Each retainer has 7 tabs of 

25 slots for a total of 175 items that can be stored. Additionally, each retainer can list 20 items on 

the market at a time. This makes a retainer an excellent choice for a quick, easy source of 

income. 

Gathering 

Retainers bring back a lot of items from their ventures, but some come with straight up gil. This 

is a great way to make gil on the side, especially if you level your gatherers and identifies 

profitable niche markets. This is particularly true for the 18 hour field exploration ventures. 

These yield rare minions that can be sold for a hefty amount of gil. 

Another common gil method is selling crafted items on the market board. But this can be 

difficult and time consuming. It also depends on supply and demand, and if other players become 

aware of your strategy, the price will likely rise. 

Retainers can store a maximum of 999,999,999 gil. This can be done through the retainer 

inventory, which opens alongside your own. They can also hold a number of gil from the Market 

Board and from other players through the entrust and withdraw menus. You can even use these 

slots to transfer gil between your characters on the same home world. 

Quick Ventures 



Players can send their retainers on ventures that will allow them to collect items and experience. 

Some of these are short while others take longer and require higher levels to complete. 

Regardless of the length, the items that are collected by the retainer are valuable and can be sold 

on the market board for profit. 

One of the best is the Botany exploration, which will have your retainer roam around the world 

looking for desirable plants and vegetables. This can be a great source of EXP and Gil, and the 

bonus is that you’ll often receive a rare minion, such as Bacon Bits, Koala Joey, or Littlefoot. 

Some of these are free, but most cost a special currency called a venture. You can purchase this 

from Grand Company vendors, Beastmen Tribe vendors, or through the completion of certain 

Guildleves. In addition, pvp players can exchange wolf marks for this currency 

https://www.mmogah.com/ffxiv-gil . 

Market Board 

Previously, retainers could purchase crafting materials and items from other players for the price 

set ahead of time. They also carried out repairs on gear for a small fee. However, these features 

were streamlined when A Realm Reborn launched. The main way in which a player makes Gil is 

through the Market Board. This public platform allows players to publish items that can be 

purchased by other players. Prices can fluctuate by the hour as players compete to get their items 

sold by undercutting each other. 

The Market Board is a great way to make fast cash, but it is important not to over-rely on it. 

Every item a retainer sells on the Market Board takes up one of its 20 sale slots. These can 

quickly add up when a player neglects their listings for a long time. Moreover, if a player cancels 

their retainer subscription they will lose all the gil and items they had posted on the Market 

Board. 

 

What Makes Ffxiv Gil  So Advantageous? 

 

Does retreading old leves in Old Sharlayan have your coin purse feeling a bit light? Perhaps a 

little bit of gil farming is in order. Menders are expensive, and fully repairing a gear set can cost 

thousands of Gil at a time. Thankfully, there are some quick and easy methods of making gil in 

FFXIV. 

Disciples of the Hand 

As a Disciple of the Hand, you'll spend most of your time making items and gear for other 

players. This makes it important to obtain gear that increases special crafting-oriented stats such 

as Craftsmanship and Control. The more these abilities increase, the faster you'll make gil in 

ESO. 
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Another great way to make gil in FFXIV is by collecting materials and selling them on the 

Market Board. There's a strong demand for even basic crafted gear and food on the Market 

Board, so the higher your crafting levels, the more money you can make. 

While it may not be as fast or easy as running dungeons, gathering and crafting is still an 

excellent way to make a lot of gil in FFXIV. From Old Sharlayan leves to Ventures, there's a 

plethora of opportunities for players to collect the currency they need to fund their adventures. 

Just be sure to make use of your leve allowances before they run out! 

Disciples of the Land 

In FFXIV, the best way to make money in the game is through crafting and gathering. This is 

because most of the new content in the game requires such items and they are often very 

expensive on the market. However, gathering can be a pain because it involves putting up the 

items on the Market Board and undercutting. Moreover, it also takes a lot of time and can be 

very physically exhausting. 

The best class to level for this purpose is the Carpenter. This is because they can make furniture 

and have a very high demand on the Market Board. Besides, they can craft items that are needed 

by other players, like weapons and armor. They are also best paired with the Botanist, which can 

gather lumber that is necessary for most late-game recipes. In addition, they can perform 

Synthesis, an important gameplay mechanic that can be very lucrative. Their guild is located in 

Gridania. 

Gathering 

FFXIV's gatherers spend most of their time running around Eorzea for base materials. But they're 

still a major part of the game's economy, and understanding how to make gil with gatherers is 

crucial to any aspiring master crafter. The best way to do this is through undercutting on the 

Market Board. 

Each piece of gear in FFXIV has a Repair Level that indicates what type of class needs to be 

used to repair it, like Weavers for fabric-y gear and Blacksmiths for metal armor. Using a 

Gatherer to repair these gears at low prices can be very profitable 
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Another great way to make gil with Gatherers is through Treasure Maps. These are incredibly 

profitable to do, and the more they're done, the more profit you'll make. 

Market Board 

There's no one easy way to make gil in FFXIV. Most players passively accrue Gil through 

running dungeons, but crafting and gathering can make you thousands of Gil quickly if done 

properly. Selling items on the Market Board requires a little bit of skill and knowledge, however. 
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The Market Board is a service that allows players to buy and sell items to other players, and the 

price of an item is set by the seller.  

For example, selling Topsoils on the Market Board for 961 Gil when you can get them for 1,000 

Gil at a regular vendor isn't cost-effective. The best method for making money in FFXIV 

depends on the current supply and demand of an item, as the economy is constantly changing. 

Moreover, certain methods like mass-crafting or farming end up inflating the supply and 

outpacing the demand. 

 

Learn The Most Vital Aspect About F14 Gil 

 

Even though FFXIV's new expansion Shadowbringers has brought some changes to the game, 

the most popular methods of making Gil still work. Whether it's the lucrative Eureka instance or 

Treasure Hunting, these activities remain some of the most reliable ways to earn the in-game 

currency. 

Likewise, crafting as a Disciple of the Hand class is also highly profitable. A steady stream of 

items that can be sold on the Market Board, like unique dyes, go for high prices. 

Diadem Materials 

A large portion of a player’s time in Final Fantasy XIV is spent gathering materials, whether you 

are a Miner, Botanist or Fisher. These materials can then be sold on the Market Board or turned 

in for Skybuilder’s Scrips to obtain special rewards and XP. This is a great way for lower level 

players to make some easy gil as well as a solid base to work off of. 

The key to getting the most out of this is knowing where to find these special materials. 

Gatherers should head to the Diadem and speak with Flotpassant (X:10.8 Y:14.0) in The 

Firmament to gain access. Once there, players should start circling around the area and 

appraising whatever they can find. 

Once apprived, these can be sold on the Market Board for a solid amount of gil. This is a great 

method for making gil, especially if you have a level 80 Culinarian or higher to help out with the 

crafting process. 

Treasure Maps 

FFXIV is an MMO that gives players the chance to acquire many different types of items. These 

items can be used to enhance a player's character, buy mounts or even houses. Getting enough 

Gil in the game is important to ensure that a player has enough money to purchase these items. 



To make more Gil, players can engage in various activities such as completing quests, crafting 

and gathering. They can also sell the items they don't need to other players on the Market Board. 

In addition, they can also participate in dungeons and alliance raids for a steady source of 

income. 

Gathering materials are a great way to make gil in FFXIV. These materials can be sold to NPC 

vendors for a good price, and they can also be used as ingredients in crafting recipes. Also, 

overworld mobs drop a variety of crafting materials that can be sold on the Market Board for a 

good amount of Gil. 

Furniture Glitching 

Whether it's Eureka instance farming or treasure hunts, many players are always looking for 

ways to make some fast Gil in Final Fantasy XIV. Even with the arrival of Shadowbringers, 

these methods are still very popular amongst players. 

One method involves Furniture Glitching. This is a technique where you can float furnishings 

like fireplaces and window sills in your house. It's fairly simple to do, but it requires a bit of 

patience and precision https://www.mmogah.com/ffxiv-gil . 

Another easy way to make gil in FFXIV is to become a Carpenter, and start crafting furnishings 

at low levels that sell for good prices on the Market Board. This is a very easy and lucrative way 

to make a steady income in the game, especially when paired with a high-level cook. The key to 

this strategy is knowing when to stop before you run out of materials. 

Crafting 

While crafting is the most enduring method of earning gil, it can be difficult for new players to 

get started. Thankfully, there are other methods that can make you some quick money in FFXIV. 

For example, flipping prisms on the market board is a great way to make a few thousand gil 

quickly. This method requires a level 80 Culinarian. 

Another good method is gathering and selling materials to avid crafters. Gathering materials 

takes a long time, and many players don't want to spend the time to do it themselves. Therefore, 

there is often a steady demand for even simple crafted items on the Market Board. 

Other profitable gathering activities include deciphering Treasure Maps, roulettes, and beast 

tribes. Retainer ventures can also be extremely lucrative for those with the appropriate spec and 

equipment. These small missions can earn you a significant amount of gil quickly over the 

course of several weeks following a major update. 

 

Enormous Details Related To Buy Ffxiv Gil 
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Players who are devoted to their crafter or gathering Jobs, Disciples of the Hand and Land, make 

the most money in FFXIV. They can turn a sizable profit by selling items at the Market Board or 

through junk vendors. Those who are in combat-centric Jobs, such as tanks or healers, can also 

make significant amounts of Gil by completing leves and reserving their allowances. 

MMOGAH 

Making gil in Final Fantasy XIV is an important part of the game for most advanced players. 

There are many methods to make gil, including some tried-and-true ways that still work and 

newer methods that benefit from recent updates. In addition to the usual Gathering jobs, players 

can also make a good amount of Gil through FATEs. These dynamic public events can be 

completed by a group of players and can be very fun to participate in. 

Another way to make FF14 Gil is by running Treasure Maps. These maps have a random chance 

to lead players into treasure dungeons, where they can earn a lot of Gil. However, there are some 

risks associated with this method. For example, players can run the risk of getting their account 

banned by buying FF14 Gil from untrustworthy sellers. 

Treasure Maps 

In FFXIV, players can make lots of gil through treasure maps. The maps are a good option for 

newer players who want to earn a lot of in-game currency quickly and easily. They also don’t 

require any special gear or skills to complete. 

In addition to treasure maps, there are many ways to make quick gil in FFXIV. One popular way 

is to flip prisms on the market board. There are always players looking to buy prisms, so this is a 

solid way to make a few extra bucks. 

Another great way to make gil in FFXIV is by selling Tradecraft levequests. This method can be 

difficult to master, but it can be very profitable if done correctly. Just be sure to know what 

materials and crafted items are in high demand. 

Crafting and Gathering 

In addition to the above methods, players can make a good amount of Gil by completing Supply 

Missions and Retainer Ventures. However, both of these methods require a high level of crafter 

or gatherer to be profitable. 

The player can also make a lot of Gil by selling equipment dropped by enemies. For example, 

fighting Epaajs outside the Cavern of Stolen Fayth drop SOS Overdrive weapons, which sell for 

a large profit. Likewise, fighting Last Ones in the Monster Arena yields a significant amount of 

gil https://www.mmogah.com/ffxiv-gil . 
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Another way to quickly earn gil is by doing Expert Deliveries, which become available once the 

player reaches the rank of Sergeant Second Class in their Grand Company. These are a great way 

to make boatloads of gil quickly and the experience gained will carry over to New Game+. 

Market Board 

Players can use the Market Board to sell items they no longer need or want. For example, a 

player may wish to resell synthesised ingredients that they have been unable to HQ or sell 

harvested raw materials to others for a profit. These transactions can be made with a fixed price 

for the buyer and a variable seller tax that fluctuates on a daily basis. 

The most consistent methods of making Gil involve crafting and gathering. However, there are 

also several ways to make a quick amount of gil in FFXIV, including dungeons and raids. While 

these methods don’t give you the amount of gil that one would hope for, they are still viable 

options for those who are short on time. 

FATEs 

In the old FFXIV content of Eureka and Bosjan, completing FATEs that require a high level is 

one of the most popular ways to make Gil. However, it can be time-consuming to research 

FATEs on the market board in game. Fortunately, there is a handy community tool called 

Universalis that lets players view any market board on any server without logging in. 

FATEs that provide a valuable resource called Bicolor Gemstone can be lucrative, as well. These 

can be resold on the Market Board or repurposed by other players (or NPC vendors) to create in-

demand furniture and equipment. 

Some Jobs that involve item crafting and gathering, such as a Weaver or Carpenter, are also good 

Gil-making options. By reselling their handcrafted items on the Market Board, these players can 

quickly make significant profits. 

 

Buy Ffxiv Gil is Wonderful From Many Perspectives 

 

FFXIV's in-game currency is essential to the game. It's used to buy everything from basic items 

from vendors to even housing. Making Gil in FFXIV is a complex process that requires patience 

and understanding of the economy. Thankfully, there are several tried and true methods that will 

help players make a decent income in the game. 

Tomestone of Poetics 



For players that prefer non-combat methods to make Gil in FFXIV, the Tomestone of Poetics is a 

useful and relatively painless way to obtain them. Players can earn them from a wide range of 

activities, including the Duty Roulette: Main Scenario (which isn’t as long or monotonous as the 

ARF) and various dungeons available in the Duty Finder. Similarly, first-time bonuses from 

Trial Roulettes and Wondrous Tails with Khloe in Idyllshire will net you an extra few Poetics. 

It’s also worth noting that the NPC Hismena in Rowena’s Center for Cultural Promotion sells 

Goblinol and Goblacquer to players for a respectable 64 Gil each. That’s significantly more than 

selling them to trash vendors, but it also requires more time and effort. As a result, it’s generally 

more cost-effective to simply buy them from the Market Board when they’re cheap enough. 

Treasure Maps 

One of the most popular ways to make gil is through Treasure Maps. These are available in the 

Market Board and involve going to a specified location, digging through it, fighting enemies and 

collecting what comes out of it. It's important to keep in mind that these rewards are randomized, 

and players can expect weak loot pools at times. 

Crafters and Gathering classes make a large amount of gil in FFXIV by selling their crafted gear, 

food and potions on the Market Board. However, it can take a long time to level up these Jobs 

and compete with other players' undercutting prices on the items. 

Thankfully, there are also some other ways to earn a lot of Gil in FFXIV without leveling up 

these Jobs. For instance, players can participate in the Moogle Treasure Trove and earn the 

Timeworn Saigaskin or Timeworn Kumbhiraskin Map as a reward. These maps can be opened to 

reveal a special portal that leads to a unique dungeon instance, like The Shifting Gymnasion 

Agonon, which rewards players with a lot of Gil and other rare crafting materials. 

Tomestones of Poetics 

FFXIV players who have a surplus of Tomestones of Poetics should consider using them to 

exchange for updated gear for their current characters. This is especially true if they are 

completing the Anima Weapon quest and want to make sure that their current gear is at least 

level appropriate for the most challenging FATEs, raids, and Daily Roulettes. 

The best way to trade Tomestones of Poetics is for Unidentifiable Shells and Ores with Hismena 

in Rowena’s Center for Cultural Promotion, located in Idyllshire (X:22.7 Y:6.7). The items that 

players receive from this process do not sell for an impressive amount of money on their own, 

but they can be used to fund the purchase of new equipment or other items on the Market Board. 

Another good use of Tomestones of Poetics is purchasing Treasure Maps. These can be found in 

various locations around the world, and they reward players with a variety of items that can help 

them on their journey to higher levels of the game https://www.mmogah.com/ffxiv-gil . 

Gathering 
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FFXIV has an extensive amount of gear, items, and upgrades for players to collect. However, 

amassing substantial amounts of Gil can be a challenging endeavor. Thankfully, the game’s 

economy provides numerous methods for generating considerable amounts of the in-game 

currency. 

One of the most efficient ways to make Gil in FFXIV is by collecting and selling rare items. This 

can be done with the Gathering classes like Miner, Botanist, and Fisher. These jobs are capable 

of bringing in significant profits when properly leveled. 

Another way to generate a lot of Gil is by participating in FATEs. These dynamic public events 

take place throughout Eorzea and provide a variety of rewards, including Gil. Specifically, 

players can participate in FATEs from the Shadowbringers and Endwalker expansions to earn a 

significant amount of Gil. These FATEs can be a great source of revenue for those with 

Gathering Jobs that are capable of farming rare materials. These materials can then be sold on 

the Market Board for a decent price. 

 


